Cruising log 140729

Following on from my last log a translation of “Settantenne inglese soccorso in alto mare” which appeared in L’Unione Sarda, mercoledi 18 giugno 2014, (beneath a picture of a flying Coast Guard launch!) the foremost of the five local papers that carried the story is as follows; -

"Over Seventies English Man Rescued in High Seas"
There were moments of fear on Monday evening in Portoscuso's waters. A Sail Boat of around 13 metres showing the English Flag contacted the Costal Guard for a malfunction with the engine. What seemed to be a simple routine check became a much more difficult task for the Coast Guard: the late time, the difficult weather and the engine malfunction had led to the carrying of the English sail up to the touristic harbour. Inside the large boat, only one crew member, an over seventies English man who lived harsh and tense moments in the hands of the sea with a smoking engine. The providential intervention of a private boat, which with the coordination of the Costal Guard, managed to lead the sail boat into the harbour. An ugly adventure, which has ended in the harbour, with safety, luckily only with a big fright, but with no consequence for the English Pensioner.
[image: ]
a) I did not contact the Coast Guard – only requested a simple tow in from the marina at 1800 (but they had no adequate arrangements in place!!)
b) Arrival was about 1930 and the weather was fine, with a WNW F5, which is just a fresh breeze.
c) “Harsh and tense moments in the hands of the sea with a smoking engine” Where does that all come from? Pure fiction and publicity for the Coast Guard. 

[bookmark: _GoBack]Never believe what you read in the papers! It did prompt the British Consul in Cagliari to contact me to check I was OK.

Prologue – The event of the year.
The wedding of our son Jonathan Stollard BSc to Dr Giuditta Sanna MRC(Path) 28th June 2014.
Rae arrived on the 19th and we spent the night in Cagliari enjoying an evening walk around the old town seeing the palace of the Kings of Sardinia and the Cathedral the façade of which is identical to that of Pisa. Then on to Cala Gonone for two nights taking a boat trip to the Bue Grotto the Southern of two grottos that extends for some 18km inland. The Bue was a seal now extinct from Sardinia that gave birth to its young at the junction of fresh water with the seawater. (The Northern grotto is only visited from land but it contains the second largest stalagmite in the world). Lunch, and a relaxing afternoon swimming and sunbathing at the Cala Lunas beach followed, before returning by boat. Leaving Cala Gonone we visited the Nuraghe site one of some 7000 such sites in Sardinia. The Nuraghe were the original settlers of Sardinia probably arriving from Asia around 5000BC and gradually disappearing around 1000BC. Little is known about them except that they left circular towers and homes (I learnt that where there were square structures on site these were Roman remains that in fact followed Phoenician occupation) and some sophisticated bronze works of art and figures. We travelled on, staying at Olbia (after visiting the yachting centre of Port Cervo, on the Costa Smeralda, originally created by the Aga Khan and the most expensive marina in the world and seeing from the NE corner of the island the La Maddalena islands a wonderful cruising area that I had hoped to visit with Colin) and Alghero, another town with a delightful old walled town.  Travelling south we visited the Nuraghe Losa one of the larger sites with a three storeyed tower, braved the twisting roads of the mountains of Sulcis Iglesiente (with scarcely another vehicle in sight for miles) to arrive at the pretty fishing village of Portoscuso.  It is a little overshadowed by the industrial ghetto of Port Vesme, a relic of the once mining activity of the area, but looks out SW to the Isola di San Pietro and S to the Isola di Sant Antioco now connected to the mainland by a causeway.
And so to L’Aberto dei Limoni, the home of Giuditta’s parents, Mario & Anna and her brother Giuseppe and his partner the delightful Sara. One half of the large house has been converted to 4 B & B rooms. We had the bridal suite, daughter Julia, Oscar and our grandchildren, Noah & Nia another room, and along the corridor were Don & Tabitha, and best man Steve, his wife Kay and children Ava & Ollie. The Sasson clan gathered. Rae’s father Albert & Molly, her brother David with his wife Marija and our nephews Marcus, Anton, Julian & Nathan from Australia, sister Jacquie and David from Canada with nephew Nicco, brother Philip with nieces Danielle and Rosanna, and Aunt Estelle with her daughter Diane and family from Belgium. My sister Rosalyn travelled from Devon and there were many friends from Switzerland, Japan, and Kendal and of course Harrogate. Many guests stayed at the Hotel Lido degli Spagnoli, the Sasson brothers hired a large villa nearby. Bedded in, the celebrations started with a pontoon drinks party on the Friday.  S/y Pipe Dream had been moved to the hammer berth and dressed overall, -rarely has a pontoon sank so low in the water! This was followed by a lovely meal hosted by Mario & Anna in their garden beneath the lemon trees.
At 1800 the following day Jonathan arrived for his wedding on a reconditioned Vespa scooter once used by a courting Mario & Anna. Soon after, Giuditta, on Mario’s arm arrived, looking absolutely gorgeous. A splendid choir accompanied the wedding service, all in Italian, and thereafter the new Mr & Dr Stollard somehow managed to depart in style on the Vespa! It was still warm and many of the thirsty congregation took advantage of the hostelry opposite the church. Some re-gathering of the guests was required before photographs were taken on the nearby beach. Eventually at the Hotel Lido all partook of the ample antipasti around the pool. Those in the know ate sparingly for this was followed by the splendid dinner in the hotel. The late entry of Rae was suitably applauded for she had thought to feed Luxy, poor canine, forgotten in the festivity. I think the English-speaking guests would have enjoyed Steve’s speech, for he drank nothing and was prepared with an interpreter, but was not required. I had prepared a few words myself but was told that Italian weddings did not do speeches. It was a fantastic and joyous occasion that continued; I am told, until 5am!
The gelateria saw visits late at night, many pizzas were consumed, there were beech parties and pool ball games, (Noah quickly became adept at re-starting the pool fountain) and then gradually the guests left.

Saturday 5th - Saturday 12th July.
Following Pipe Dream’s delayed arrival in Portoscuso and thinking perhaps there was just some residual debris I had completely stripped the Racor filter and replaced both the pre and main filters.  With Rae, Julia and family on board we had a delightful gentle broad reach in the W F3 the 7M to overnight at Punta Nero on the southern tip of San Pietro. The water was crystal clear and everyone swam and Noah had two more dinghy rides. Strictly in Italian waters one is not supposed to anchor within 300m of a beach but I had anchored close in for Rae & Oscar like to swim to the beach. Sure enough at dusk the coastguard arrived and we had to anchor further out. More swimming etc the following day before returning in the now east wind, sailing by the lee until the main was furled and we completed the journey on genoa. A lovely interlude with the family. The previous evening the generator did not start so I emptied the lockers to expose it and Oscar returned to help me try and start it with an engineer’s tap to the starter motor, which had been serviced in Kremik. No joy. Rae left on the 8th but I stayed on at the B & B until the end of the week being very grateful for the hospitality and especially to Anna for she kindly did much laundry including all Pipe Dream’s bed linen.
Portoscuso has a delightful and secure marina but the staff speak little English and are not helpful with any technical problem. With great difficulty I procured a couple of engineers who quickly sussed that the generator’s main filter had no fuel due to a problem with a contained electrical switch between the two filters. Presumably the engineer’s tap did the trick and they thought there would be no immediate further problem. I was now weather watching and the plan was to sail as quickly as possible to Gibraltar (about 700m) to refuel, spend a couple of days there to show my next crew the sights and then leave at HW +3 to catch the west going current through the Straits and cruise leisurely to Lagos in Portugal via Barbate, Cadiz or Mazagon, and my favourite anchorage at Ila de Culatra, (approx. another 250M). Pipe Dream was re-victualed and prepared for passage –dinghy contents stowed and covered, and the bimini put away, final cleaning etc.  I duly met Hilary in Cagliari on the 12th. She sailed with me last year from Cagliari to Messina via the Aeolian Islands. She’s a very competent sailor, (a YM Ocean) with her own Moody 31.  Portoscuso greeted her with the odd firework and the end of a “Sagra”, a fish festival serving fried cuttle fish, shrimps & prawns in which, of course, Mario & Anna were prominent helpers. We ate at Sa Muscari, a beautifully cooked cappone (red fish) and met Giuseppe & Sara.
Sunday 13th July
The hired car was collected, 300€ being deducted from the deposit for some minor car damage, Rae please note! Then, after a late breakfast at chez Sanna, we were off, the plan being to refuel at the fishing harbour at Carloforte (4.5M) min depth 1.6m!! I draw 1.5m. But it had been a hard start of the engine and at 2400 revs we were making only 4.6 knots instead of my usual cruising speed of 6.8.  My heart sank, something is not right I’ve barely done 15M since a full filter change. We were met by Andrea in his dinghy (who met me last year with Giuseppe and Sara on board) and aborted plan A, and limped in to berth on the outer pontoon at Marinatour in the main harbour.  It was Sunday evening so there was little we could do but wander into town for a bite and, I think, with much forbearance from Hilary, watch the World Cup Final. A poor match but won by Holland by a magnificent goal.
Monday 14th  July
I had a sleepless night mulling over all the options. Hilary was understanding and philosophical and her constant phrase was to become watchwords on board, “One day at a time”. Helpful Andrea who spoke good English, came on board took photos of the access to my fuel tank “Crazy” was his reaction, and went away to consult. After much discussion our best option was to sail PD to S.A.C.I.R.N. the Cantiere Nautico on the E side of San Antioco, near the causeway, some 20M. I needed to view and find someone who spoke English. Andrea phoned another Andrea, we had his number and although away from the shipyard, we would call him and he would arrange a pick up at 1700 at Calasetta to be driven to the shipyard. We caught the 11.15 ferry had lunch and a walk around the town and beaches before viewing the shipyard. It was family run by Carlo and his two sons Marco & Alfredo the latter speaking enough English to understand our problem. I was satisfied that they were competent and professional, and made contingent arrangements for a tow in. We took the last ferry back to PD and I slept more soundly. 
Tuesday 15th July.
I cleared out. It was arranged that Andrea would tow me out since I was wishing to minimise engine use and was aware that it might not start. We were ready to leave when Andrea phoned to say that the Coastguard forbad us to leave!!! Now at reception I had asked the girl to phone the Lt Coastguard at Port Vesme as a courtesy to say thank you for his earlier help, but he was not available and she must have explained our wee predicament. I could see Andrea busy gesticulating with two Coastguards ashore so I joined them. Any discussion in Italian sounds and looks like a fierce argument!! This was not a discussion. Because I had contacted the Coastguard we had become their responsibility, and they would not allow sailing or towing in the harbour. Bl..dy offialdom, it was a bad mistake to contact the Coastguard.  What on earth did they think we should do? Our repairs needed help elsewhere. I left them, returned to PD and luckily the engine eventually started just as Andrea arrived in his dinghy to say that at long last they had conceded. The wind was forecast light NW 10 increasing to 15 knots, in the right direction to get down the west side of the island. We set the full down wind rig in very light airs and made just 2.7M down track in the first hour then found a hole in the wind shadow of San Pietro and wallowed. I have increasing admiration for the sailors of yesteryear who, dependent entirely on wind, must have had extraordinary patience. Ours ran out after 30 mins and I risked the engine and until I found 8 knots of wind just enough to coast quietly along. By 1230 we were on a very broad reach on starboard gybe, the main on preventer. The wind slowly veered so the staysail was furled and we goose winged, sailing very much by the lee. The wind increased and at Capo Sperone we ducked a yacht heading for Cagliari flying a spinnaker by gybing on the preventer to a beam reach in the now 25 knot wind.  Hilary’s eyesight is much better than mine and she reminded me of the isolated rock, Sec de la Vacca and turning N close hauled Hilary sailed inside the fish farm as I put two reefs in the main. It was a cracking sail up the E side of San Antioco. In good time I rigged the weather side for harbour and then heaved to and Hilary rigged the other. As arranged, 15 mins before arrival at the entrance I phoned Andrea and “perfecto” we would be met. We could now risk the engine, which obliged, furl our sails as a sizeable tow arrived. We were able to follow our pilot boat at 4 knots, duly berthed at the fuel dock, and were very professionally warped back by 3 guys to a protected “layby”. Andrea came on board, clearly had our problem in hand and shortly afterwards Matteo arrived and proceeded to drain off our (red!!) diesel via the generator pick up.  I noted appreciatively that Hilary just like David H busied herself M & M (make & mend) taping up some cotter pins.
Wednesday 16th July.
At this stage I still had Internet connectivity if slow. I had contacted Bill Bolin VP of IP yachts and he sent drawings of the fuel tank. I was also able to search “Homeport” the IP owners website and ask some questions. I read everything I could find about “diesel bug”. Matteo returned, thoroughly cleaned and replaced all filters and lines on both the engine and generator. Yes we had everything out of the cockpit lockers and poor Hilary had the aft cabin disrupted for complete access to the generator.  Both engine and generator were run for hours from a separate tank of clean diesel with 125ml of G Pro Pulstore Porcittori Diesel (a diesel injector cleaner). Meanwhile our empty fuel tank was inspected as far as was possible by the limited access by fibre optic camera. There were some patches of residual black debris but no evidence of the grey sludge originally seen at Messina. Our tank was filled with just 50L of clean diesel to which I added a further 125ml of biocide for a sea trial on the morrow, during which we hoped to bounce around. I had phoned Giuseppe to which he replied that he would come over pm. The Mirtel was returned to the ‘fridge! He did so but was unable to gain entrance and when I eventually got his message to give him instructions he’d had to return because of a problem with a guest at the B & B.
Thursday 17th July.
0700 we left via an aft spring and a gentle push off with the boat hook. The engine started first time and sounded sweet. Unfortunately it was calm but we weaved tight figures of 8 and managed to cross closely the wakes of two fishing boats. At 2400 revs we made 5.89 knots still less than my 6.8 and at maximum revs of 3400 7.04 less than my usual 8? Back at the Cantiere I expressed this concern and Andrea promptly called up a diver who apparently cleared the prop of some debris. I was a little surprised and was not shown anything but perhaps this was the answer, Andrea obviously thought so, and assured me the engine was fine. With hot water now available we made use of it and showered. Alfedo kindly drove twice into town to replenish two gas cylinders and we refuelled and topped up the water tank. As we finished supper Giuseppe & Sara arrived, and after one mirtel we accompanied them to a new pizzeria built over a brewery. I sampled the Flavia beer and we shared the antipasti.
Friday 18th July
Final checks. My computer no longer had Internet connectivity. Why? I used Daniela’s computer in the office to check “passage weather”.  There was little wind for the first 24 hours which meant a good check on the engine then some fairly strong SE winds to help us up towards the Balearics hoping to climb above some strong westerly’s further south. It looked as though there would be little wind for two days after Formantera before strong westerly’s would hamper our approach to Gibraltar. ETA next Wednesday. I was able to transfer a pre written email to Rae by dongle to her computer and send. Diesel engines do not like differing fuels so we had discarded all red (illegal) diesel and my spare tank was refilled anew and Matteo kindly supplied two others, which were lashed to the fender board. Hilary did a final shop; I paid my dues the price of three days intensive work was the same as the fuel (£900) very reasonable. I prepared Rae’s stew in the pressure cooker as cook of the day; we had lunch and at last left at 1300. The engine started well and after just a little fluctuating revs sounded sweet on 2400 revs doing 6.8 knots. We will run 4 hourly watches with two dog watches the cook of the day taking the first (1600-1800) and serving supper in the second so taking the first night watch (2000-0000). Over VHF Ch 82 we picked up the co-ordinates of a military exercise area, “dangerous navigation ships beware” transited it at R angles but saw nothing. Who ever heard of the military working after noon on a Friday? It was a lovely balmy evening, we were motor sailing in light airs with just a small main. On my watch I tried to study the stars in all their glory above, one only sees the Milky Way at sea these days. All was well with the world.
Saturday 19th July.
0335 I was woken by a change in the engine revs. and very quickly it was struggling with max revs in gear only 1800 and in neutral 2500. We were checking the pre filter at every watch change. Hilary had first noticed just a few air bubbles earlier and I had checked all lines and added a jubilee clip to the fuel out but it made little difference and now there was just a little debris but not enough one would have thought to cause a problem. Thinking it might be a problem with air I tried bleeding the fuel lines by manually pumping at the main filter but could not get diesel fuel nor did the electric pump uplift work but in retrospect that might have been because the release screw was open. At dawn whilst Hilary continued on watch I changed both the Racor pre-filter and the main engine one. The engine started first time but alas I could no longer guarantee the engine. At 0700 we were 122M down track with another 211 to Formantera. We could make Palma on Majorca as long as the SE wind held some 176M but that would be very expensive, we had no hope of reaching Gibraltar in reasonable time without an engine. Reluctantly the only sensible option was to return to San Antioco where at least they were aware of our problems to date. It was going to be a tough beat against the now prevailing SE F5/6. Passage weather had shown a strong storm building in the Gulf of Lyons, which now became a significant factor. Its peak was Monday 0600 with F9 in the Boniface Strait and at least 20+ knot winds predicted in SW Sardinia but at least they would be helping us from the NW. Sleeping up forward pounding to windward was impossible so the lee cloth was rigged in the saloon.  So we continued on our merry way. The making tack was taking us N of E around 070. We would tack when the cross track error (XTE) was around 10M to just about make 180 losing ground. Sailing we had switched off the ‘fridge as usual but when at 1550 the battery capacity had dropped to 55% I started the generator to recharge for the night. It lasted just 5 mins and stopped!!  Now we were going to have a major problem with our batteries! The engine was turned on to recharge only. We were sailing nicely in the SE F5 with two reefs in the main Hilary served an excellent version of spaghetti bolognaise in trying conditions. We were now 56M from our waypoint at Capo Sperone. At 2050 the engine spluttered and stopped but it had run for 3 hrs and achieved 85% battery capacity. On watch we were mostly hand steering to save power. During Hilary’s watch the wind began to build and she reduced sail to 3 reefs in the main and a 5/8th’s genoa.


Sunday 20th July.
When I came on watch at 0000 it was F7, a near gale, and a black night. We were sailing with the reefed main and full staysail but the genoa had been furled for Hilary had spotted a horizontal tear in the leach about 6ft above a damaged clew. Progress towards our destination was therefore painfully slow. Furthermore the black night became ruptured by not one but three groups of forked lightening, a magnificent but frightening spectacle. Hilary had another tough 0400-0800 watch but I managed a little sleep in the lee berth, which pleasantly surprised me. Distraction therapy helps for to add to my problems I had been suffering from a severe toothache for four days for which I was taking antibiotics! I had of course told Hilary in case I was to become more irascible than usual. At 0800 the batteries were holding up at 61% but I was concerned that we would loose all the freezer contents so set to and this time just changed the primary filter, and started the engine again just to recharge and was to achieve 81% before the revs were to fall off again at 1345 after 4 hrs. The boat was more like a tip. All the contents of the cupboard above my washbasin had deposited themselves upon the floor and the top of a Paco Rabonne shower gel had come off so a soapy liquid covered everything. A towel was thrown over the lot and another on the sole for safety. I suppose I was so preoccupied with boat management that I forgot my crew. At 1000 I realised that Hilary had been on watch in boisterous conditions for 6 hours continuously. She never complained. That was a fantastic and heroic tour de force. She got some shuteye. The wind gradually eased to SE F3/4 so I unfurled the genoa. Fortunately, although the tear was horizontal, it was not in a main seam, and by 1400 we were approaching the N end of San Pietro under full sail. It was galling to have to tack away again, the WPt ring then only 29M. Now, to add to our concerns we were picking up on Ch 82 the severe gale warnings, for the Sardinian Sea a F7 increasing to gale F8. We could expect the SE wind to fall away and slowly veer to fill in again from the NW but in what strength and when? As we approached San Pietro on the return tack the wind died and I risked the engine to make some progress SSE at 1500 revs and to top up the batteries before nightfall. The revs slowly fell off over about 30 mins. before the engine died. As dusk approached Pipe Dream was off San Antioco just S of the Canale di San Pietro, lifeless with no means of power replenishment, wallowing, going nowhere.  We were drifting towards a lee shore and much to Hilary’s apprehension I felt it very necessary to have some means of propulsion. The dinghy outboard and contents had, of course, been stowed for the offshore passage and the dinghy covered. So, off came its cover and the outboard was lifted out of the starboard locker by tackle and the dinghy was lowered, Hilary very rightly reminding me to don my lifejacket.  I put on the anchor light and was in the dinghy rigging it when Hilary spotted a large blue hulled yacht crossing our stern about 300m away. Now to a discerning sailor an anchor light in >50m is inappropriate and indicates distress. Hilary called on Ch16 and finally flashed an SOS but we were ignored. That was against maritime and moral laws! They could not have failed to see us. Dinghy rigged, the outboard started first time and less than 100m from the lee shore with a line from the dinghy’s bow to PD’s starboard quarter I could turn PD round to port and head out to sea. It was now imperative to conserve all power. Everything was switched off save the tricolour light, the VHF radio, and the panel lights to illuminate the compass. We both had hand held GPS’s so would know our position and could insert our waypoints. I had said to Hilary that there was no point in being off our port of refuge until 0900 Monday but had to admit that whereas I could drop the anchor I had no way of recovering it without power. The original Sprint windlass, which had a converter for manual winch recovery, had been replaced by an Antares during Christmas in St Lucia with Rae & Jonathan on board. It was not supplied with the converter and I had not subsequently sourced one – very unprofessional. Furthermore it was pitch black, we had to avoid an isolated unlit rock and a fish farm, we did not fancy setting up my spare kedge anchor and if the heavy wind was to arrive we would be safer offshore with plenty of sea room. We were experienced sailors and there was not a “grave and imminent danger to a vessel or to a person requiring immediate assistance”. 
Monday 21st July.
The wind filled from the NW and soon we could sail off to the well lit I del Torre, some 8M off shore. We would both stay on watch throughout the night taking hourly turns. We were towing the dinghy on its bowline with my security wire also attached. Hilary pointed out that we needed to be able to cut the dinghy free quickly if confronted by heavy seas. Quite so and blow me the lock was actually jammed behind the helm’s seat. That released I added extra lines for a longer tow and the dinghy and Hilary were much happier! Initially we beam reached seawards from the I del Torre in the NW F4/5 and at the watch change sailed back on the reciprocal course. We became very tired so around 0200 we heaved to, gently forereaching EbN/ENE losing some ground to the East. I wished I could put on Elvis on full blast like we did in the N Atlantic to raise moral but we were in serious power conservation mode. Hilary was more at home than I; for having become so used to all my instruments, I found I had to keep checking my Windex at the top of a mast and sail again by the seat of my pants. At dawn we began to sail back northwards and at 0700 I tacked away again to gain westing towards the I del Torre. If the wind did increase I needed to be able make the large Golfo de Palmas on one port tack. I had tried to call Andrea yesterday but received no reply. It was a great relief when eventually I checked my phone to find a text message to learn that at least we would be expected. It was a great sail in; we had to tack twice across the bay but arrived at the entrance channel at 0907! We called up Andrea announcing our arrival and with no engine requested a tow in. We heaved to, rigged for harbour, furled the staysail and pottered up and down awaiting the tow. At 1100 we were safely alongside the fuel berth having been excellently shepherded in and Andrea was waiting to throw us his lines. Pipe Dream and crew were safe. 

 We sailed 383M -122M out in 18 hrs, -261M back taking 51 hrs; the last 30M or so requiring 19 hrs. Only 2 days 21 hrs at sea but it seemed like a lifetime!

We were both bushed and needed some sleep. Matteo had arrived on the boat to start work but I sent him away and with some difficulty eventually got the boat warped back away from the fuel dock and shore power connected. After a quick wash down we both turned in and slept for 6 hours. I was cook but defrosted some stewing steak instead of proper steaks to eat with Rae’s BBQ sauce. It was tough going but washed down with liberal wine we slept soundly for another 12 hours.


Tuesday 22nd July.
Annoyingly I had good WiFi signals but no connection. Hilary had a slow connection from the Cantiere and was able to book a flight for Wednesday am. That means catching the 1813 bus from town to Carbonia tonight and then the train to Cagliari. She will stay in the Hotel Italia where I stayed two years ago convenient for the bus to the airport. Daniela had to book my flight for the following Wednesday through a local travel agent (mark up, on a flight costing 142€ over the internet, was 18€). It was clean up day. Hilary busied herself with her quarters and the galley while I did the rest of ship in particular sorting out the mess up forward. At 1700 Daniela drove us into town, first to the travel agent where I paid and collected my boarding pass, and then deposited us a the bus stop for Carbonia. There was time for a last café visit and then farewell Hilary.
Wednesday 23rd July
I did two wash loads of laundry and defrosted the fridge. With our lack of power at sea the fridge had defrosted, and when back here and connected to shore power I had forgotten to first drain the ‘fridge so all the freezer contents became embedded deep in ice! Then I spent a frustrating morning trying to sort out my communications, and going through lots of diagnostic tools. That led me to the fact that using Giuseppe's net at chez Sanna the computer had switched to his IP address and for some reason remained there. That was easily corrected by reverting to automatic. I was now connected to Wi-Fi but the Google port 993 would not connect nor would 143 when SSL was switched off. Daniela in the office found me the address of Net Wi-Fi so after 1700 I set off on the 30 min walk into town, found the address but alas the shop had closed down. It was the only one of its kind. Nobody of course spoke English but eventually I found a delightful couple Martino and Marta. Martino was born in San Antioco, his father owned a restaurant but when he was 12 the whole family moved to Dublin. Marta was born in Sweden but had a Polish mother and studied medicine for three and a half years in Poland before meeting Martino. With considerable difficulty she transferred her studies to Trinity College Dublin - she had to start again from year one and is now approaching finals. That's love for you! Anyway with their help we found a WIND mobile telephone shop. The shop assistant was singularly unhelpful but I had all the cards and details from the Wind shop in Cagliari and Martino was persistent. As I suspected my Huawei mobile Wi-Fi needed some more money. We found a bar and tried a lot of other tricks then Marta having used her phone to query Google with "Google port for Italy" to receive the reply "if 993 not working try 465 or 587" then had the bright idea of using the Bluetooth connection and my password to connect with my computer and change the port and hey presto both my laptop and iPhone now have internet connectivity. What a relief. I think I was born lucky. Google, I suspect, deliberately changes connection ports periodically, possibly targeted specifically at mobile Wi-Fi users – a smart commercial practice. 
San Antioco is delightful with a lovely tree lined main street, historic catacombs and the museo archaeologic. Antiochus was born in Mauritania at a time when the Roman Empire included the whole of N Africa. He was probably deported to this isle as a slave between the I and II century after he rebelled against the pagan laws of the Romans. He founded the first Christian community in this land. After the martyr's death in 127 according to tradition his body was placed in the sarcophagus-altar at the entrance of the catacombs. Five hypogean chambers were adapted from part of the vast area of the Phoenician necropolis dating from the VIth century BC and were used as a cemetery around the crypt of the patron saint by the early Christians from the third century.
Thursday 24th July.
With connection at last I could resume my studies of the fuel bug, and converse with IPY, “Homeport” the IP yacht owners web site and with Alan P an old friend for his helpful advice. The fundamental problem of cleaning the fuel on this boat is the very poor access to the fuel tank. The only access is via the 2-inch port for the fuel gauge. to a 51 x 45 inch tank. There is no bottom drainage. I have marked out the tank with the position of the baffle plates. It's all 0.125-inch aluminum the baffles providing support for the sole above. via stringers which can be removed and replaced. I have confidence in this yard, which looks after fishermen and government boats such as the Coastguard. Andrea Cosso the chief engineer has 35 yrs experience, and used to work at Port Cervo. I had rather resigned myself to having the sole cut and a much larger port (or ports) cut to ensure a spotlessly clean tank, a nasty and expensive task. My inclination was to ensure a clean tank once and for all before tackling downstream of the filters. In my communication with Homeport, it seems no one has done this before. The two who replied seem to think that a mega dose of biocide and fuel polishing should work. Although the engine would stutter and fail and although it could be re-started by changing the filters the amount of crud in the pre filter was small and insufficient to stop the engine. Nonetheless I am used to seeing clean filters and these usually are only changed at the annual service. We have looked inside the tank with a fiber optic camera and in the area we can see there are only a few dark patches of crud. On the plus side the forward area is the deepest nearly 21 inches compared with nearly 16 inches aft. (As an aside the generator problem, which of course left us totally powerless, is electrical as I suspected and Andrea will work through that) Basically Andrea does not think it is now primarily a fuel problem. The engine has nearly 3000 hrs and the pump and injectors have not been touched. He proposes to work through the lines, the pump and the injectors. He is suggesting taking the engine pick up from the present generator pick up as there is more clearance and fashion another for the new generator pick up. From a confidence point of view I would like to know that my tank was spotlessly clean BUT.......) Very helpfully my friend Alan P also did not think it necessary to cut the sole.


Friday 25th July
A whole day spent writing up this log. Rae texted, asking me to contact Albert on Skype. I was cooking supper but it took only a few minutes to connect up offer some medical advice to Molly. It was great to see the family at home and with my new found connectivity I chatted with Alastair and Philip who were both online. I eventually had my supper at 2200.

Saturday 26th July.
Am I took down the foresails and bagged them. The Harken furler at the genoa had one bolt missing and another half out out of three! As I was on the foredeck a swimmer emerged with a spear gun and two fish around his belt. A very unexpected visitor. Later the vigilante retrieved his net and extracted a huge eel, which took some killing with a hefty log. I continued with my typing.
Sunday 27th July et seq.
Basically more typing. The days are hot and it’s cooler below decks. I have my fly swatter handy and at night close all the hatches to try and keep the mosquitos out (many windows are open, covered with nets).  Italian work time is 0800 -1200, 1600 – 2000 and I can understand why. Thank heaven I have a shower on board and can recover from siesta time around 1800 and sometimes go into town for a little shopping and a beer at the Compagne del Moro café. It’s pleasant looking out to sea and upwards to the palm trees and above them the fluffy clouds topped with golden sunlight beneath the azure sky. I shall be leaving PD here, eventually hauled out and consequently have written up my job list. Monday the engine was stripped it does appear that there is a problem with the fuel pump and the injectors.  I have been in touch with Giuseppe and he will kindly take me to the airport to catch the 1035 Easyjet to Stansted, Wednesday July 30.

Signing off.  If you’ve got this far you deserve a medal
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